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Have Questions, Need Further Details?

 (+1)888 CEASEFIRE (232-7334)
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CFF 800
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The CFF 800 is one of our patented Dual Agent fire suppression systems. The CFF 800 utilizes a combination of CF-33 Dry Chemical and FM-200 Clean Agent gas to offer a 20% advantage over a similar sized dry chemical only unit. Each unit is built standard with a 155°F upright sprinkler head, Nason low pressure switch (for system monitoring or as a power shutoff), and an easy to read pressure gauge. Custom options for all of our units are available upon request.

The Cease Fire® System Unit CFF 800 must be hung vertically with the sprinkler deflector pointed downward. The unit is to be used in areas where the temperature falls between 32° degrees and 120° degrees Fahrenheit (0° to 48.89° degrees Celsius). The unit is to be mounted or attached to a secure ceiling, for example; wood, metal, or concrete. Insure there are no obstructions to the free flow operations of the sprinkler head and disbursement of the extinguishment within the enclosure.

Do not mount on suspended ceiling or loose tiles.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). Alternative temperature settings are available upon request. The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFF 800LP
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The CFF 800LP was the next logical step for our Dual Agent line of units. Allowing the unit to be installed horizontally, for low ceiling applciations, without sacrificing the unparralleled performance of the traditional CFF 800. The CFF 800LP takes up a mear 7.25" compared to 15" needed for the vertically installed CFF 800.

The Cease Fire® System Unit CFF 800LP must be hung horizontally with the sprinkler deflector pointed downward. The unit is to be used in areas where the temperature falls between 32° degrees and 120° degrees Fahrenheit (0° to 48.89° degrees Celsius). The unit is to be mounted or attached to a secure ceiling, for example; wood, metal, or concrete. Insure there are no obstructions to the free flow operations of the sprinkler head and disbursement of the extinguishment within the enclosure.

Do not mount on suspended ceiling or loose tiles.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFF 960LP
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The CFF 960LP is the largest of our Dual Agent line. Able to protect up to an 11'x11'x11' space per unit. The CFF 960LP is ideal for low ceiling / high hazard applications.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 80LP
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The CFP 80LP is the smallest of our Dry Chemcial units. Designed to be installed horizontally, and to protect any space that is 4'x4'x5' or smaller. Ideal for cabinet enclosures, 3D printers or any other small hard to reach location. Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 96
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The CFP 96 is the vertically installed counterpart to the CFP 80LP.   It is designed to be installed vertically and protect any space that is 4'x4'x6' or smaller.  Ideal for cabinet enclosures, 3D printers, medical and science fume hoods, or any other small hard to reach location.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 640
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The CFP 640 bridges the difficult gap between small spaces and mid-sized spaces.  It is a Dry Chemical unit designed to be installed vertically.  It protects any space 8' x 8' x 10' or smaller.  Great for modular spaces, portable shelters, storage rooms, any space that requires automatic fire suppression, or as part of a networked system for applications eight foot wide but longer in length, like a conex box. Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 640LP
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The CFP 640LP bridges the difficult gap between small spaces and mid-sized spaces.  It has all the same attributes as the CFP 640, but uses a low profile mounting system.  Designed to be installed horizontally, and to protect any space that is 8' x 8' x 9' or smaller.  Great for modular structures, portable shelters, storage rooms, quiet spaces, as well as spaces with height restrictions, challenges, or bottlenecks.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

 

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 1100LP
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The first of all the Low Profile units.  Designed to be installed horizontally, and to protect any space that is 10' x 10' x 13' or smaller.  With its larger coverage and low profile design the CFP 1100LP is a great solution for any application with a height or space restriction.  Portable spaces, Conex box spaces, storage areas, conference rooms, grow rooms, lithium-ion battery applications and more.  Any application where there is an install challenge do to a lack of vertical space the CFP1100LP is used.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 1300
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The CFP 1300 is an all-purpose easy to install unit that addresses up to 10’x10’x13’.  Standard building offices, conference rooms, storage areas, grow rooms, lithium-ion battery applications, any space where there is a water restriction or lack of water capacity the CFP 1300 is used.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.

 




 Quick View
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CFP 1700
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The CFP 1700 is a great, all-purpose, easy to install unit.  The CFP 1700 addresses up to 11.50’x11.50’x13’.  Offices, conference rooms, storage areas, grow rooms, industrial spaces, any space where there is a water restriction or lack of water capacity the CFP 1700 is used.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 3375
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The CFP 3375 is the second largest of our Dry Chemical units.  With it’s significant coverage reach this system can address much larger spaces.  It is installed vertically and covers 15’x15’x15’.  Larger and/or taller building offices, warehouses, work spaces, storage areas, industrial spaces, any space where there is a water restriction or lack of water capacity the CFP 3375 is used.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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CFP 6750
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The CFP 6750 is the biggest of our Dry Chemical units.  It is installed vertically and covers 15’x15’x30’ spaces per unit. Multiple units can be used together to protect even larger spaces such as warehouses, storage facilities, mining spaces, airplane hangars, large freezer buildings, and/or recycling facilities.  Our CF-33 dry chemical agent is non-corrosive, non-conductive & non-toxic, making it a safe option for nearly any application.

The Cease Fire® Unit is self-activating. Each unit is designed to initiate automatically by means of a sprinkler head rated at 155ºF (68ºC). The temperature rating for each sprinkler head is stamped on the star shaped deflector in both Fahrenheit and Celsius measurements. The temperature of the sprinkler head is fixed and must be designated at the time of purchase. When the temperature rise to activate the Cease Fire® unit, the sprinkler head opens automatically and dispenses the entire contents in less than 10 seconds onto the fire and throughout the enclosure being protected. If the unit is equipped with the optional pressure switch, a signal is sent at the time of discharge to activate accessory equipment, such as an alarm.
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The leader in pre-engineered fire suppression technology.
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Just Another Six Hat Solution
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News


Which Type of Fire Suppression System is a Fit for your Business? 

Posted Monday, November 9, 2020
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Clean Agent Fire Suppression

Posted Friday, September 1, 2017
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How Fires Affect Businesses: Costs and Consequences

Posted Sunday, June 25, 2023
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Ten Reasons Cease Fire Systems are the Best Available

Posted Tuesday, September 12, 2017
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